OF  JOHN AUBREY
would have to be employed to discourage the most serious naughtiness.
From the health point of view, Aubrey also set special store in letting
the children sleep-out their full Sleep. No scholar to rise too early (especially
in Winter), runs one rule, because it checks their "Perspiration and so,
dulls them ; and it stints their growth. Some friends of mine, he added,
impute their unluckiness to their too early rising at Westminster. And in
the garden, Aubrey intended to provide his pupils with a noble
Bassin to learn the Art of Swimming, and wash themselves in warme
weather.
His friend, Dr. Ezreel Tonge (ever famous as the inventor of the
Way of teaching Children to write a good hand in twenty dayes* time, by
writing over with black Inke, Copies printed from Copper-plates in red Inke,
by which meanes Boyes learn to admiration) had, according to Aubrey an
excellent schoole, and followed precisely the Jesuites method of teaching ; and
boyes did profit wonderfully, as needes they must, by that method. In imitation
of his friend, therefore, Aubrey decided to limit his instruction to
modern subjects, such as Cookery, Chemistry, Cards (They may have a
Banke for wine, of the money that is wonne at play every nighf], Merchants
Accompts, the Mathematicks, and Dancing, trusting that his pupils would
be unconsciously forced into learning Latin by the Ten or iz Swisse,
or Dutch, or Scotish Boyes of about fifteene years old (French boies will be
naught, he added curtly, like the shearing of Hogges they make a great crie
and little wool: tbir mindes do chiefly run on the propagation of their race)
whom he intended to educate free, in return for a promise to restrict
their conversation to Latin. And the cook, the scullions, and the
porter, a lusty young Swiss with a long sword, were likewise pledged to
speak Latin only.
By these means, he hoped, the boys would pick up the classical
tongues despite themselves, and another of his devices to this end
was borrowed direct from Dr. Tonge's school, where was a Ions gallery,
and he had sever all printed heads of Caesar*s, &c ; verbes under such a head,
governed by a Dative case ; under another an Ablative* The boyes had it as
readie as could be. Aubrey was convinced of the value of this factorial
method of education, even in kter life: Sir "Ralph Hopton {since Lf)
was wont to say that he learn*t more Philosophy once from a painted cloatb
in an Alehouse then in all the bookes he had read: sc.
Never lamettt or make any mone
For either ther's ~&&medy, or there is none.
Another rule laid it down that the Scholars were Not to be dressed
a la mode till Dinner-time, for Aubrey had been acutely aware that he
was working against time ever since his friend, Mr. J. Ward, had
told him that he had found by experience, that the only time of Learning
is from nine to sixteen, afterwards Cupid begnns to Tyrannise* And in case
any one should misunderstand exactly what Mr. Ward meant by that,
Aubrey mentioned that Mr. Hobbes told me, that G. Duke of Buckingham
had at Paris when he was about twenty yeares old, desired Him to reade
Geometrie to him : his Grace had great naturatt parts, and qwckwm of
witt; Mr. Hobbes read, and his Grace did not apprehend, wbicb Mr. Hobbes
wondered at: at last, Mr. Hobbes observed that his Grace was at mastwpation
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